CHIRP - New Model # 2573

Status:

Blocked

Priority:

Author:

donald jennings

Category:

Created:

05/07/2015

Assignee:

Updated:

03/08/2021

Due date:

Chirp Version:

daily

Normal

Equipment Loan Offered:
Yes
Subject:

Tera TR-590

Description
I am getting a Tera TR-590, relatively cheap, 150 bucks, just wondered if anyone is working on software for this radio?
Related issues:
duplicated by New Model # 2775: Tera TR-590

Closed

08/05/2015

duplicated by New Model # 6929: Tera TR-590

Closed

07/22/2019

History
#1 - 05/07/2015 11:05 am - Tom Hayward
- Tracker changed from Bug to New Model
- Subject changed from tera radios to Tera TR-590
- Status changed from New to Blocked
- Equipment Loan Offered set to No

I don't know of any devs who have access to a Tera TR-590. This will have to wait until a dev is loaned or purchases one.

#2 - 06/22/2015 10:22 am - Chris Kantarjiev
I'm about to order one of these and would be happy to loan it to get CHIRP running - let me know what you need me to do.

#3 - 06/26/2015 12:15 pm - Chris Kantarjiev
Received mine today. I'm going to play with the manufacturer's software, but would love to help get this working with CHIRP.

#4 - 07/16/2015 10:37 am - Chris Kantarjiev
Mine is here and working with the manufacturer's software and available for loan to a dev to get CHIRP going on it.

#5 - 07/16/2015 10:39 am - Chris Kantarjiev
Chris Kantarjiev wrote:
Mine is here and working with the manufacturer's software and available for loan to a dev to get CHIRP going on it. I'm in Palo Alto, but willing to
ship if necessary.
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#6 - 08/03/2015 05:04 pm - Benjamin Yaffe
I'd be interested in seeing this up and running with CHIRP, too.

#7 - 08/19/2015 10:59 pm - Aaron Codino
Was wondering if there is any update of CHIRP supporting the TR-590? I just got one and would love to use CHIRP with is

#8 - 01/22/2018 11:05 am - Chris Zurenko
I may soon be in the market for a new TR-590 and will have no immediate use for it. I would love to see it offered as a model supported by CHIRP. I
have also reviewed Ticket #2775, so it seems that a developer never got their hands on this radio? Please reach out to me regarding the current
status of this ticket and information regarding loaning to a developer. Thanks!

#9 - 07/07/2018 03:22 pm - Chris Kantarjiev
(Still) Happy to loan my TERA TR-590 for the purpose of getting this unblocked ...

#10 - 04/27/2020 06:25 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Chirp Version changed from 0.4.0 to daily
- Equipment Loan Offered changed from No to Yes
#11 - 03/08/2021 10:23 pm - Chris Kantarjiev
(Still) Happy to loan my TERA TR-590 for the purpose of getting this unblocked ...
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